INTRODUCTION
The introduction of Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) in dentistry has made it probable to visualize the dentition, the maxillofacial skeleton, and the relationship of anatomic structures in various dimensions. 
How to reduce radiation dose
ALARA is the acronym for 'As Low As Reasonably Achievable' and is a fundamental principle for diagnostic radiology. It can be minimized by using a head restraint and a short scan time. 6. Image noise is produced when scattered radiation is recorded by pixels on detector which does not reflect the actual attenuation of object within a specific path of the x ray beam. 10 7. Poor soft tissue contrast.
DISCUSSION
The long awaited incorporation of the third dimension to our radiographic records is now a reality. CBCT is considered as an important tool in the field of diagnosis and treatment planning but the operator must also take care not to overlook the radiation exposure that is caused and so usage in the patient must be justified. The knowledge of risk and benefits must be assessed prior to the use. Although considerable technical efforts are put forward to reduce the artifacts caused but operator must be aware of these before concluding the final diagnosis.
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